PRESS RELEASE – Visicom Media Inc.

ManyCam makes live streaming more fun and easier than ever!
Montreal, QC, August 17, 2017 – Visicom Media Inc., one of North America’s leading developer and pioneer
of Internet application technologies has launched the new version of its popular webcam software and video
switcher, ManyCam. With ManyCam 6.0, users can create amazing live streams and improve their video chats,
while using online platforms such as Skype, YouTube Live, Facebook, Livestream and many others
simultaneously. This version is the fastest and easiest to use yet, and it’s available now.
Every single feature in ManyCam 6.0 was carefully developed to work at its best with less effort, which led to
a significant increase in the software’s overall performance. Now, the software is faster and demands less
from the user’s computer. The performance increase proved to be very effective for the Beta version, where
users were able to try out the new ManyCam and give their feedback.
In this version, ManyCam found a way to create a simple and customizable interface to increase the users’
productivity and save their time. Every feature is one click away with the new toolbar. Users can select all their
most used tools and place them together, which allows them to work more effectively when live streaming,
video chatting or even recording their screens and preparing for a presentation.
With over 60 million downloads, ManyCam has built a huge community that has been actively sharing their
ideas and hopes for this new version. “One topic that constantly came up was the 3D Face Masks that wrap
around your face and different effects to apply during live streams and video chats. So, our team worked very
hard to create a brand-new 3D Face Masks library and many other interesting effects. But this is just the
beginning!” said Patrice Carrenard, President of Visicom Media. “We will keep taking suggestions and adding
more and more exciting new masks and effects.”
ManyCam currently offers a free download with limited features and premium paid plans, for Mac and
Windows users. The yearly premium plans are divided between Standard, Studio, and Enterprise, depending
on the users’ goals and needs. They have also created a new payment option called Lifetime, where the user
can save money and still get all future versions and updates, forever.
About:
ManyCam is a webcam software and video switcher that allows you to use multiple streaming and video
chatting platforms simultaneously, with many tools and features to take your live streams to the next level
and enhance your video chats. Downloaded by over 60 million people, ManyCam is the to-go software when
it comes to professional-looking live streams, creative presentations, and fun video chatting.
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